TINY TUTORS
Tiny tutors is a marketplace for short-form educational videos and online tutoring.

MINJUMS FOODS
www.minjums.com.au
Minjums Foods promotes healthy eating by providing wholesome food choices that are good for the whole family and good for the planet.

MAHAWA CREATIVE
www.mahawacreative.com
Mahawa Creative is a storytelling agency that addresses mental health issues for women by using self care and creativity to foster a positive internal story.

DINIDAE
www.dinidae.com
Dinidae is a marketplace for social enterprises and NFPs: helping them reach more customers and making it easier for customers to find them.

TILEGNE THERAPY
www.tilegnetherapy.com.au
Tilegne Therapy provides allied health services to non-English speakers specialising in the provision and coordination of multidisciplinary services including: Occupational Therapy, Physiotherapy, Speech Pathology, Podiatry and Dietetics for children, adults and seniors.

SALAMA TEAHOUSE
www.hamedpersiankitchen.com
Salama Teahouse is a social enterprise cafe by day, restaurant by night, run entirely by refugees and asylum seekers.

THE IMPACT STYLIST
www.theimpactstylist.co
The Impact Stylist is an Australian subscription-based personal styling service curated with preloved and sustainably made clothing. Our goal is to flip consumerism and create more meaningful value from garments. We commit to protecting the environment and donating 5% of our profits to projects that change lives around the world.
Swap-a-Porter recycles garments by providing a free service for listing, matching, and exchanging clothes locally, at any time.

Mister Rye is Australia’s first straw produced by local farmers to replace imported and plastic options, while promoting employment in rural areas.

CharityBay provides a platform to sell unwanted useful belongings, and automatically direct the proceeds to one’s favourite charity.

Ensō connects refugees and businesses together through an experiential training program and matching services for long-term employment.

Empower2Free educates the next generation with critical money management skills that enable children to adapt and progress, becoming future-ready.
**Battlerz**
battlerz.com
We provide Financial Hardship Assessments for Consumers to self assess if they can weather a financial shock and Lenders to better support their customers in financial hardship.

**Qonfr**
qonfr.com
Qonfr facilitates connections between people with mental health challenges and companions (traditionally called peer support workers) based on shared lived experiences. These connections are aimed to increase social cohesion and engagement, enhance self-confidence and self-esteem, and promote feelings of understanding, belonging, and continued quality of life.

**MoneyGirl**
moneygirl.co
MoneyGirl will accelerate women's wellbeing by improving young women's financial literacy.

**Tenesu!**
We bring together music, art, and co-design together to help Australian organisations and African migrants and refugees reach, understand and collaborate with each other to change perceptions, create new solutions, and generate employment.

**STEMSparX**
stemsparx.com
STEMSparX aims to close the gap between STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) achievement and engagement in rural and metro areas with the use of AI empowered personalised learning platform paired with monthly hands-on discovery kits.

**Career Breakthrough**
careerbreakthrough.com.au
Enabling skilled migrants achieve career success in Australia.

**Water Democracy**
waterdemocracy.com
We sell reusable water bottles and implement water purification projects in Australia via our profits.
ENABLED FUTURES
enabledfutures.com
Enabled Futures is an immersive disability-themed experiential study program for Australian University students delivered in Asia-Pacific countries to make an impact for people with disability and the elderly.

JOBNOW
jobnowgroup.com
JobNow assists international professionals, who are facing employability challenges, finding qualified work and developing their professional career in Australia, providing career coaching and recruitment services.

FINANCIALLY EMPOWERED
financiallyempowered.com.au
Financial Literacy workshops and one on one consultations to empower women through economic independence.

ONE LOVE
oneloveaustralia.org
We offer comprehensive educative workshops and organize events to foster social cohesion.

CHIT CHAT
Our project consists on a coffee cart and catering service that produces high quality products while fostering economic and social participation for multicultural communities in the Latrobe area.
YOUR CAREER DOWN UNDER
Your Career Down Under is a one-on-one career coaching program targeting migrants.

YOGA IN ACTION AUSTRALIA
Yoga in Action Australia is a trauma-informed yoga program aimed at companies and at-risk communities. Trauma informed yoga is an accessible yoga practice for physical and psychological trauma survivors. Teachers who work at Yoga in Action Australia are professionals and trained in trauma informed yoga, specifically at the Trauma Centre Trauma Sensitive Yoga (TCTSY).

TWICH WOMEN’S SEWING COLLECTIVE
Twich is a safe space where disadvantaged women feel secure and comfortable while completing a Certificate III in clothing production and manufacturing, which in turn provides them employment opportunities.

MONASH CULTURAL AND LINGUAL APPRECIATION (M-CLAN)
M-CLAN has been striving to promote greater inter-cultural diversity, employment and inclusion in Australian law schools and the wider law community through a mentoring program.

ROBOFUN
Robofun has a particular gender focus, encouraging and supporting girls to engage with STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Mathematics) principles and tools. Robofun does this by offering workshops for girls to meet their interests and needs.

ENABLER
Enabler is a Med-Tech venture aimed at training responders in delivery services for the elderly and disabled. Enabler provides an affordable, convenient, engaging, scalable, risk-reducing and portable training platform.

HOLMES
Holmes is an app which allows customers to scan items and show the lifecycle and sustainability of a product.

BRILLIANT CARE PTY LTD
A service targeting isolated members of the community, particularly the disabled. Brilliant Care creates a daily plan with the client, which includes excursions and activities.
ANIKA
ANIKA aims to be a social enterprise in the legal assistance sector by providing free legal advice to those who can’t access it, by connecting people with legal problems with law students enrolled in a practical unit at partner universities.

AUSTRALIAN REFUGEE AND MIGRANT CARE SERVICES LTD (ARMCARE)
ARMCare is a not-for-profit that provides a unique service which bridges the barriers which prevent refugees and migrants from achieving health and social equality in Australia.

NICK TILING SERVICES PTY LTD
A construction business that provides training and employment opportunities for refugees and migrants. Nick Tiling Services was established to provide training and employment opportunities for refugees and for them to become financially independent.

ZIPPYCROWD
A peer-reviewed platform for recent migrants to seek employment. ZippyCrowd platform creates opportunities for migrants, helping them to leverage their skills and personal recommendations.
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BRING ME HOME
bringmehome.com.au
Bring Me Home is a mobile app that connects people with nearby food retailers that have surplus food to sell at a discount.

CONNECTIONS
connectionsaustralia.com/en
Connections is a multilingual platform connecting migrants, businesses and communities. Our goal is to drive for an inclusive Australia.

DELSH LEARNING
delshlearning.com.au
Delsh Learning is an online learning platform which connects teachers and students with the resources they need to reach their full potential. The platform is both a learning management system and a marketplace for resources.

DIBS
idibs.it
Dibs is an easy-to-use online solution for internationals in Australia. We assist internationals as soon as they arrive in Australia, helping them source basic services, migration agents and job readiness programs.

ELEVATE YOUR PATH
Elevate Your Path is an education-based services platform providing practical solutions for digital inclusion to young migrants and refugees.

FEMI
Femi provides subscription boxes to Australian women that contain the monthly resources needed to go through the three main stages of female development. Our 1-for-1 model provides girls without access to sanitary items in rural Australia with a monthly supply of pads for every subscription box sold.

GOODIE
goodie.org.au
Goodie actively connects young volunteers with volunteering opportunities offered by nonprofits and social enterprises.
HOMEGIRLS
homegirls.club
Homegirls is a social enterprise that gives refugee and asylum seeker mums a sense of agency and social connectedness by creating collaborations with local designers to create statement earrings.

MARIAM ISSA
mariamissa.com.au
Mariam Issa exists to inspire one million women to achieve their full potential. We do this by delivering keynote speeches and tailored workshops for schools, universities, foundations, and non-profits.

NEUROCO
neuroco.healthcare
NeuroCo is a web-based application that improves clinical depression detection rates through the use of artificial intelligence.

PEOPLE POWER SERVICES
peoplepowerservices.org.au
People Power Services (PPS) proudly provides work experience and employment opportunities for people from refugee and migrant backgrounds while providing exceptional cleaning service for residential, commercial and yard maintenance customers.